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ABSTRACT. The context and conduct of Arctic research are changing. In Nunavut, funding agencies, licensing bodies, and new
regulatory agencies established under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement require researchers to engage and consult with Inuit
communities during all phases of research, to provide local training and other benefits, and to communicate project results
effectively. Researchers are also increasingly expected to incorporate traditional knowledge into their work and to design studies
that are relevant to local interests and needs. In this paper, we explore the challenges that researchers and communities experience
in meeting these requirements by reviewing case studies of three natural science projects in Nunavut. Together, these projects
exemplify both success and failure in negotiating research relationships. The case studies highlight three principal sources of
researcher-community conflict: 1) debate surrounding acceptable impacts of research and the nature and extent of local benefits
that research projects can and should provide; 2) uncertainty over who has the power and authority to dictate terms and conditions
under which projects should be licensed; and 3) the appropriate research methodology and design to balance local expectations
and research needs. The Nunavut research licensing process under the Scientists Act is an important opportunity for communities,
scientists, and regulatory agencies to negotiate power relationships. However, the standards and procedures used to evaluate
research impact remain unclear, as does the role of communities in the decision-making process for research licensing. The case
studies also demonstrate the critical role of trust and rapport, forged through early and frequent communication, efforts to provide
local training, and opportunities for community members to observe, participate in, and derive employment from project activities.
Clarifying research policies in Nunavut is one step to improving relations between scientists and communities. In addition, steps
need to be taken at both policy and project levels to train researchers, educate funding programs, mobilize institutions, and
empower communities, thus strengthening the capacity of all stakeholders in northern research.
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RÉSUMÉ. Le contexte et la réalisation des travaux de recherche dans l’Arctique sont en pleine évolution. Au Nunavut, les
organismes de financement, les organismes de délivrance de permis et de nouveaux organismes réglementaires mis sur pied en
vertu de l’Entente sur la revendication territoriale du Nunavut exigent des chercheurs qu’ils recourent aux services des collectivités
inuites et les consultent à toutes les étapes des travaux de recherche, qu’ils assurent la formation des personnes auxquelles ils font
affaire et leurs fournissent d’autres avantages, puis qu’ils communiquent bien les résultats des projets réalisés. Par ailleurs, on
s’attend de plus en plus à ce que les chercheurs intègrent les connaissances traditionnelles à leur travail et conçoivent des études
qui se rapportent aux intérêts et aux besoins cernés dans la région. Dans ce document, nous nous penchons sur les défis que doivent
relever les chercheurs et les collectivités  pour répondre à ces exigences en nous appuyant sur les études de cas de trois projets
en sciences naturelles réalisés au Nunavut. Ensemble, ces projets exemplifient tant la réussite que l’échec en matière de
négociation de relations de recherche. Ces études de cas mettent en évidence trois sources principales de conflits entre les
chercheurs et la collectivité : 1) le débat concernant les incidences acceptables de la recherche de même que la  nature et l’étendue
des avantages ressentis à l’échelle locale découlant ou susceptibles de découler des projets de recherche; 2) l’incertitude quant
à savoir à qui revient le pouvoir et l’autorité de dicter les modalités en vertu desquelles les projets de recherche devraient se voir
accorder un permis; et 3) le caractère adéquat de la méthodologie et de la conception de la recherche en matière d’équilibre des
attentes des gens de la région et des besoins de la recherche. En vertu de la Loi sur les scientifiques, le processus de délivrance
des permis de recherche au Nunavut constitue une manière importante pour les collectivités, les scientifiques et les organismes
réglementaires de négocier des rapports de force. Cependant, les normes et les méthodes servant à évaluer les incidences des
projets de recherche ne sont toujours pas claires, ce qui est également le cas du rôle des collectivités dans le processus de prise
de décisions en matière de délivrance des permis de recherche. Les études de cas font également ressortir le rôle critique de la
confiance et  des relations, ceux-ci étant le résultat de communications qui se font fréquemment et sans tarder, d’efforts pour
fournir de la formation à l’échelle locale et d’occasions, pour les membres de la collectivité, d’observer ce qui se passe, de
participer et de se trouver du travail dans le cadre des activités de recherche. Au Nunavut, la clarification des politiques de
recherche constitue une manière d’améliorer les relations entre les scientifiques et les collectivités. De plus, des mesures doivent
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être prises sur le plan des politiques et des projets pour former les chercheurs, sensibiliser les responsables des programmes de
financement, mobiliser les établissements et habiliter les collectivités et ce, afin de renforcer la capacité de tous les intervenants
touchés par les travaux de recherche dans le Nord.
Mots clés : méthodes de recherche, recherche participative, science, Nunavut, Inuit, collectivités, connaissances traditionnelles
Traduit pour la revue Arctic par Nicole Giguère.
INTRODUCTION
In some parts of the Canadian Arctic, local Inuit refer to
researchers as “siksiks”— ‘ground squirrels’ in Inuktitut. For
many northern communities, researchers and siksiks seem to
share similar characteristics: they appear suddenly, usually in
the summer months, scurry around on the tundra doing who-
knows-what, and then disappear just as quickly without
anyone’s knowing exactly what they were up to. Sometimes
siksik is used in a friendly, joking manner. Other times the
nickname expresses negative feelings toward researchers: a
mistrust that stems from a history of non-communication,
miscommunication, and misunderstanding.
The term “natural science” as used in this paper refers
to all sciences outside the social and health sciences that do
not normally engage local communities in study design or
data collection or have local people in mind as an audience
for their results. This does not imply that no natural
science projects work with communities; only that we are
examining the ones that do not. Projects that investigate
topics in geomorphology, atmospheric chemistry,
paleoclimatology, and so on are often located, by neces-
sity, at remote field sites far from communities, which
makes contact between scientists and local residents more
difficult, if it occurs at all. Moreover, natural science often
seeks to discover or explain processes and phenomena that
researchers and community members alike might consider
outside the domain of local knowledge (e.g., geomagnetic
phenomena, fate and behaviour of atmospheric contami-
nants, and sedimentology). To participate in such scien-
tific research projects, local community members need
training and qualifications that northern agencies and
scientific researchers (and perhaps community residents)
view as more rigorous than those for biological projects
such as wildlife studies that use hunters’ observations or
for health and social science projects.
Like other researchers, natural scientists are carrying
out their studies in a venue that is very different from the
Arctic of even a decade ago (Korsmo and Graham, 2002).
Institutional and political structures and policies created
as part of the comprehensive land-claim agreements in the
North have greatly changed the context for all research and
research relationships. Research and licensing guidelines
(e.g., NRI and ITC, 1998) call for communication and
consultation between researchers and communities, and
changing research methods and new attitudes toward re-
search at the local and territorial levels also contribute to
a new working atmosphere. In the last decade, an emphasis
on local and traditional knowledge and participatory
research has helped create a paradigm shift: scientific
studies can no longer take place in the Canadian Arctic
without some communication and consultation with a
local community. This shift has also raised local aware-
ness of research, and communities and indigenous organi-
zations are increasingly taking an interest in (and control
of) research and demanding more local involvement and
opportunities from research programs. Some funding agen-
cies have responded to the shift as well by setting require-
ments for outreach and interaction with local people. As a
result, Arctic natural research scientists, who for years did
not have to consider issues of community involvement, are
now finding themselves increasingly challenged by the
need to seek local consultation and approval, explain the
rationale and potential local relevance of their projects,
and include community participation and communication
in their work.
This paper examines relationships between researchers
and Inuit communities in Nunavut, Canada. We focus on
the challenges unique to natural sciences, basing our dis-
cussion on recent experiences of natural science research-
ers and Nunavut communities who negotiated over a
research project. We review three case studies: two cases
in which researcher-community negotiations initiated as
part of the mandatory licensing process failed to satisfy
one or both parties, and one case in which successful
agreements were reached. All three cases provide perspec-
tives from researchers as well as communities, creating the
basis for a discussion that explores the complex interac-
tion of social, economic, and political factors that deter-
mines the success or failure of researcher-community
relations. We focus on identifying some basic measures
that scientists might consider to engage communities more
effectively in their studies, as well as project- and policy-
level changes that might be implemented to improve re-
search relationships. We hope our work will prove useful
for researchers and communities alike as they strive to
develop more productive, equitable relationships that bet-
ter reflect and support their respective needs, concerns,
and aspirations.
NATURAL SCIENCE RESEARCH IN NUNAVUT
Each northern region faces unique challenges with
respect to local engagement in research. The standards for,
concerns about, and approaches to communication and
collaboration between scientists and local residents vary
greatly both across the North and across disciplines.
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Acknowledging the complexity of the various structures,
rules, opportunities, and constraints across the North, we
have strived in our portrait of Nunavut to provide one part
of the bigger picture, with a special focus on cases from
natural science. We hope that our detailed story from
Nunavut illuminates some core themes that define com-
munity-researcher relationships here as potential factors
to consider in other regions.
A variety of factors make Canada’s newest territory a
good setting in which to examine the dynamics of science-
community relationships. The majority (85%) of Nunavut’s
30 000 inhabitants are Inuit, who live in 26 remote commu-
nities. Like all research, natural science projects in Nunavut
are subject to review and licensing under the Scientists Act
(a territorial legislation dating from 1978; GNWT, 2006).
Research must also undergo screening for potential impact
on land use and the environment by regulatory bodies
established under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement
(1993), by federal departments, and by regional Inuit
associations. The Nunavut region has attracted natural
scientists since the first International Polar Year in the
1880s, and a legacy of dedicated field research infrastruc-
ture from the 1950s (e.g., at Resolute and Eureka) contin-
ues to support scientists from around the globe each year.
The demand for this and other research infrastructure in
Nunavut will increase dramatically during the next IPY
(2007 – 09). Local communities will feel the impact as
well, as Nunavut is expected to host more IPY projects
than any other Canadian jurisdiction.
In terms of the number of projects, the natural sciences
make up the majority of research conducted in Nunavut.
Of the approximately 120 licenses issued annually under
the Scientists Act, on average 60% are for natural science
projects, 30% for social science projects, and 10% for
medical health research (NRI, 2005a). However, the total
scope of natural science research activities in Nunavut is
in fact much greater when one includes geoscience in the
form of mineral prospecting and exploration activities,
which are expanding rapidly in the territory. In 2005, for
example, 1136 prospecting permits were issued for
Nunavut, and investment in mineral exploration there
totaled more than 200 million dollars (INAC, 2005).
Though natural science projects make up the majority
of research activity in Nunavut, opportunities for local
involvement in those projects have historically been few.
A 1989 study by the Northern Heritage Society in
Yellowknife examined local employment generated in
1988 by scientific research in the Northwest Territories
(including what is now Nunavut). It found that northern
involvement in field research projects was highest in the
social sciences, where Northerners filled 93% of jobs, as
opposed to 40% in the biological sciences and 10% in the
physical sciences. Only 7% of jobs in the social sciences
required post-secondary training, as opposed to 60% in the
biological sciences and over 80% in the physical sciences
(Gorham and Spalding, 1989). Northern communities and
researchers alike have also perceived there to be fewer
opportunities for local input to the design of research for
natural sciences than for fields of study such as archaeol-
ogy, wildlife ecology, and human health studies, which are
tied to an extensive and increasingly well documented
body of local knowledge.
Despite low levels of involvement in the past,
Nunavummiut recognize that natural science has played
an important role in improving the well-being of commu-
nities, and there is no questioning the continued relevance
of science to northern needs and interests. Insights stem-
ming from natural science have led directly to practical,
often revolutionary, applications that have greatly im-
proved the quality of life in the North. Obvious examples
include advances in navigation and telecommunications
like Global Positioning Systems (GPS) and satellite phones;
identification and mapping of sources of mineral wealth,
e.g., with geological mapping radar; improved forecasting
of weather and ice conditions, e.g., through remote sens-
ing; and detection and remediation of contaminated sites.
Today, many Inuit regard natural science applications
and the knowledge and advice of scientists as essential
tools for advancing their knowledge about important phe-
nomena, generating wealth, and safeguarding community
health and well-being. Inuit communities and agencies
increasingly call upon scientists to help them develop
resource and environmental management plans; to con-
duct air, soil, snow, and water quality testing; and to help
assess and explain new or unusual phenomena, such as
pollution and climate change. Nunavut communities also
recognize natural science projects as a potential source of
local employment and income and as an avenue for com-
munity members, especially the young, to receive techni-
cal training and scientific fieldwork experience.
At the same time, many Inuit also express a desire for
more influence in defining science and research needs and
in determining how studies in their homeland are de-
signed, conducted, and communicated. Inuit have called
for greater access to project funding, as well as dedicated
infrastructure and capacity to initiate, conduct, and man-
age research that addresses Inuit concerns and priorities.
For example, Nunavut Elders and hunters have requested
the establishment of a multi-purpose environmental re-
search facility in Nunavut to monitor changes and perform
rapid assessments of identified problems. Examples are
screening for the dangerous trichinella parasite in walrus
and polar bears and diagnosing of sooty deposits on snow
(NTI, 2001; NRI, 2005b). Such a facility would be under
Inuit control and guided by Inuit interests and priorities—
a top priority being to hasten the return of research results
directly to community members. The role of the natural
scientist would be that of technical advisor and facilitator,
rather than manager, of Inuit-led projects. Nunavut resi-
dents and agencies increasingly believe that researchers
and scientists have a responsibility to provide hands-on
training and employment to Inuit youth that will foster
their interest in long-term learning and encourage them to
pursue careers in the sciences.
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RESEARCH LICENSING IN NUNAVUT
Research projects in Nunavut must be licensed, and the
licensing process is an initial step in establishing science-
community relationships. A hallmark of the process is the
emphasis placed on community consultation. Indeed, from
many Northerners’ perspective, the sole purpose of the
process is to provide a formal mechanism whereby local
communities can evaluate and influence the scope of
research that could affect them. Usually, community con-
sultation entails ensuring that hunters and trappers’ asso-
ciations (HTAs), hamlet councils, and other authorities in
potentially affected communities are aware of proposed
research plans and have the opportunity to identify any
potential harmful impacts. However, as this section and
the case studies show, there is some confusion among
researchers and communities, and a lack of clarity within
the licensing policy itself, about what defines a licensable
research project, how the impacts of research are best
assessed and mitigated, and where decision-making pow-
ers should rest.
The chief instrument for science licensing in Nunavut is
the Scientists Act. It applies to all research that is not
covered under the territorial Wildlife Act, the regulations
of the Nunavut Act that govern archaeological sites, the
federal Fisheries Act, or national park regulations. The act
empowers the Commissioner of Nunavut to appoint a
territorial Science Advisor, who assumes the powers and
duties vested in him or her under the act, principally the
issuing of research licenses (Scientists Act Administration
Regulations – Nunavut, R-174-96). This position has typi-
cally been assigned to the executive director of the Nunavut
Research Institute (NRI), the agency responsible for ad-
ministering the Scientists Act. The Science Advisor alone,
in accordance with the act, has the ultimate authority to
interpret the act and approve or reject any research license
application.
At present, the Science Advisor defines licensable re-
search as “baseline environmental studies, traditional know-
ledge, or socioeconomic studies,” as well as all health
projects not conducted by the Government of Nunavut
(M. Thomas, pers. comm. 2006). The Science Advisor has
also set some exceptions, such as mineral prospecting and
exploration activities. Prospecting permits do not need
research licenses unless the Science Advisor believes that
the project might become economically viable. In that
case, baseline environmental or socioeconomic studies are
needed, which would require a research license (M.
Thomas, pers. comm. 2006). Such prospecting projects are
few; on average, not more than five are licensed each year
(M. Thomas, pers. comm. 2006). Studies conducted by the
Government of Nunavut (GN) are also not licensed, since
their own guidelines for responsible research oblige gov-
ernment researchers to consult communities. Other exempt
projects include pre-university student research (e.g., high
school science fair projects), market survey research, and
most types of industrial product development (e.g., testing
an instrument prototype) in which information is propri-
etary. No procedure for dealing with exemptions is set out
in the act or accompanying regulations, and all licensing
decisions are at the discretion of the Science Advisor.
In addition to the NRI license, natural science projects
require screening by the Nunavut Impact Review Board
(NIRB) for environmental impact, and review by the
Nunavut Planning Commission (NPC) to assess conform-
ity with regional land-use plans where they exist (e.g., in
Kivalliq). Natural science research on Inuit-owned Lands
must further be approved by the appropriate regional Inuit
association, while projects on Crown lands require screen-
ing and land-use approval by Indian and Northern Affairs
Canada (INAC) and projects in the national parks require
a permit from Parks Canada. Some specific projects may
be subject to other reviews, for example, studies of fresh-
water systems may require screening by the Nunavut
Water Board.
The NRI license application process ensures that scien-
tists obtain all the necessary permits and authorizations for
their projects. Researchers must describe their proposed
field activities, including features of the proposed field
locations, potential impacts of the project on wildlife and
the environment, and plans for site restoration. Proponents
must also provide details on the involvement of Nunavut
residents in the project to date and elaborate on potential
opportunities for local jobs, contracts, and training in the
project.
The NRI forwards the research license application and
a plain-language summary to any other relevant authori-
ties, who in turn review the project and provide comments
to the NRI. Review agencies, including community au-
thorities, recommend in writing that the NRI accept or
reject the application, identifying any terms and condi-
tions they want attached to the research license. The
Nunavut Science Advisor then informs the applicant of the
reviewer recommendations and discusses how and to what
extent the researcher can and should address local con-
cerns. Rather than buffering the communication, however,
the Science Advisor actively encourages researchers and
communities to consult each other directly and early in the
research process, to identify sources of potential conflict,
and to negotiate an appropriate compromise. The Science
Advisor decides whether community review recommen-
dations warrant rejection of a license application and
whether requested terms may be attached to the project
license. However, conditions stipulated by regulatory
institutions established under the Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement (NLCA), such as the Nunavut Impact Review
Board, must be applied to research licenses: that is, the
NLCA takes precedence over existing legislation, includ-
ing the Scientists Act.
Under the Scientists Act, researchers seeking a new
license must submit to the NRI the annual summary re-
ports from any licensed research done in previous years, as
well as final reports on those projects already completed.
The NRI does not have the resources to monitor and
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enforce licensed research activities; however, NRI-licensed
research camps on Inuit-owned and Crown lands are sub-
ject to inspection by land-use authorities (i.e., INAC for
Crown lands and the regional Inuit associations for Inuit
owned lands). NRI staff members sometimes participate in
these inspections, which enables them to assess compli-
ance with NRI license conditions. According to the Scien-
tists Act, researchers who breach the terms and conditions
of the license or conduct unlicensed research in Nunavut
are liable, on summary conviction, to a $1000 fine or a
prison term of up to six months, or both (R.S.N.W.T. 1988,
c-S.4 (7)). These penalties have never been applied.
As noted, the Nunavut licensing process sets part of the
stage for researcher-community relationships. In addition,
the NRI and most Canadian universities expect all re-
searchers to adhere to sets of general guidelines for re-
sponsible and ethical conduct. Many guidelines have been
issued by multiple agencies (e.g., NRI and ITC, 1998;
CYFN, 2000; NRI, 2000; ACUNS, 2003; WHO and CINE,
2003; ARCUS, 2004; ARI, 2004; NCP, 2004). While these
guidelines are useful for general advice, in many instances
they are unclear about issues like responsibility and ac-
countability and about the application of the guidelines to
natural science research (Korsmo and Graham, 2002). For
example, is it the researcher who is entirely responsible for
designing and facilitating community participation? Why
do the guidelines differ with respect to appropriate levels
of participation? Which principles of conduct apply to
natural science research, and which do not?
Ultimately, each project (and each community) has its
own story to tell about research-community relationships,
and all disciplines have had successes and failures. In the
last decade, as a result of changing attitudes, regulations,
and methodology, and an increase in multidisciplinary
projects, natural science researchers have interacted and
worked with communities more than ever before. Unlike
social scientists, they usually have little training in the
theory, methods, and practices of participatory research,
and little time to spend immersed in communities. Though
such training and experience do not guarantee successful
community relationships (indeed many social science
projects have had poor community relations), their lack
places natural science researchers in a unique position in
northern research today when it comes to interactions with
local communities. Their experiences provide valuable
lessons for all who wish to work in an Arctic that is rapidly
changing its views on research.
CASE STUDIES
To provide more specific examples of the challenges and
opportunities that arise in science-community relationships
at both project and policy levels, we present three case studies
of licensed research projects that were conducted in Nunavut
at different times since the early 1990s. We compiled the case
studies by researching NRI reports and collecting documen-
tation (held at the NRI) from both communities and research-
ers who were involved in the projects at the time. We have
done our best to remove or disguise information that might
identify individuals, communities, or organizations, as it is
the experiences we are concerned with, and not who or where.
Though each case is unique, overall the experiences represent
some situations that have commonly occurred during several
decades of projects conducted in what is now Nunavut.
The first two case studies describe some problems that
can arise in research projects and specifically natural
science projects. In both cases, neither the researchers nor
the communities were satisfied with the outcome of con-
sultations and negotiations, and the research projects ulti-
mately did not continue. The third case study illustrates a
successful science-community relationship that evolved
from collaboration at the project implementation stage and
continues to run successfully in Nunavut today.
These three cases lay the foundation for our discussion
of common themes in the research process and developing
best practices in research-community communication and
partnerships.
Case Study 1
For two years, this natural science project was con-
ducted at a seasonal camp located approximately 150 km
from the nearest community. The camp staff was never
more than six people, and the scientific equipment used
was typical and basic, including ice augers, sediment core
samplers, skidoos, a generator, and a four-wheeler. The
use of fuel and hazardous material was very limited. No
permanent structures were erected at the site, and all
sampling and scientific research was at a relatively small
scale. Initial consultations with the community revealed
concerns about potential environmental impact on local
lakes, but residents said they did not frequent the study
area for traditional or other use and told the researchers
they would be unlikely to meet local people out at the camp
location. The project did not hire local help for fieldwork,
though a university student interviewed some community
members to ascertain local knowledge of the study area
and the research topic.
During the project’s third year, upon license renewal,
the hamlet council wrote a letter to the NRI expressing
concern over the conduct and impact of the research. The
NRI responded, but requested a clearer demonstration of
the existing or potential negative impacts of the project.
The community council replied that if the researcher were
to come to the community to consult about the project
before fieldwork began in that year, as they had previously
requested, then they could show the impacts clearly. The
community looked forward to a chance to speak with the
researcher and asked the NRI to support the community in
its concerns.
The NRI helped to coordinate the researcher’s visit to the
community and paid for these travel costs. Meeting with the
appropriate leaders and community organizations, the
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researcher presented an overview of the project and the
rationale for site selection. During the meetings, the commu-
nity raised several questions and concerns. The first was
potential disturbance of fish in nearby lakes where the com-
munity fished. The researcher reiterated the reasons for
choosing the site and noted that the small-scale research
activity would not result in any environmental damage.
Another concern was that the project would leave garbage or
other permanent structures on the land. The researcher as-
sured the community that all research structures, equipment,
and wastes would be removed from the site, noting that on
previous visits, project personnel had mapped a number of
barrels on the land and applied to the Polar Continental Shelf
Project for their potential removal. Next, the community
asked if the researcher would hire community members and
inquired about what benefits, specifically economic benefits,
the community would see from the project. Since fieldwork
was to commence in only a few weeks and resources had
already been allocated, the researcher said it was too late to
hire local residents for that year, but indicated this might be
possible in the future. The researcher invited community
members to visit and observe the fieldwork at the camp,
where they would receive shelter and food during their stay;
explained the broader impacts of the research for understand-
ing the Arctic environment; and offered to provide data for
community use. In relation to economic benefits, some com-
munity members also suspected that the researcher was
engaged in unauthorized mineral exploration under the guise
of research. The researcher assured the community their
concerns were unfounded, explaining that prospecting was
not an interest, nor was the research team trained in prospect-
ing. Last, the community asked why the researcher had still
carried out the project over the last two years despite their
early and ongoing concerns and objections. Acknowledging
that concerns had arisen at the project outset, the researcher
indicated unawareness that they were so strong, noting that
similar research had been carried out elsewhere in Nunavut
where nearby communities were supportive.
Ultimately, the community did not support the research
project and made it clear to the NRI and regional authori-
ties that the research was not welcome. As a compromise,
the researcher proposed to the NRI to complete the current
year’s research project, since plans were well underway,
but to cancel research planned for subsequent years unless
community support could be obtained. A license was
issued, and the third season of fieldwork was carried out.
The community never responded to the researcher’s com-
promise proposal, though in correspondence with territo-
rial and regional groups they made it clear that they did not
approve of the fieldwork that year or any work at the
project site at any time. The community cited the sensitive
nature of the area, how surrounding lands and waterways
are connected, local use of the specific and surrounding
areas, and their concerns about possible impacts on fish
and wildlife. They also noted their disappointment in the
fact that authorities responsible for permitting the research
activity (namely the relevant university and the NRI) did
not support their position in the matter. They expressed
their desire to be more extensively involved in the research
licensing process for future studies and in particular, to
have the right to decide what research would take place on
their land.
For the researcher, there was disappointment and con-
fusion. The researcher noted that concerns in the third year
of the project came from a new hamlet council that appar-
ently had no record of previous council decisions and
communication. The research project did not return after
the third season and moved to another location in Nunavut.
Case Study 2
The second case involves a field course for university
credit, during which researchers and students traveled the
land and conducted a variety of natural science field
surveys, mapping, sampling, and observation. The re-
search course ran for several seasons, using an area that a
local community relied on for pre-existing tourism opera-
tions. Over those years, local community and business
interests repeatedly complained about the course to terri-
torial government authorities, land-claim agencies, and
the NRI. Despite the protests, of which the researcher was
aware, research licenses were still issued and the project
continued.
Chief among local concerns over the field course was
that it unfairly competed with local outfitting and tourism
activities that took place simultaneously in the same areas.
Community members perceived that the majority of the
course participants were there for an Arctic experience,
not necessarily to conduct scientific research; the propo-
nent was engaging in for-profit, commercial tourist activi-
ties that required an outfitter’s license. The community
also stated that the types of travel and camping engaged in
by the course participants were unsafe and detracted from
the experience of other tourists in the area (those led by
local outfitters). By not coordinating with local outfitters,
the researchers were compromising the experience of
other tourists, since local guides time their trips so that
groups of tourists are unlikely to see each other, to allow
everyone an equal opportunity for quiet time on the land.
Moreover, the community felt that by not using the serv-
ices of local outfitters to conduct the field trips, the
research course was depriving local people of badly needed
revenue and jobs. The local hunters and trappers’ associa-
tion (HTA) had suggested that the researcher find a differ-
ent area where project activities would not interfere with
existing businesses. The researcher claimed to have made
repeated attempts over the years to establish good working
relationships with the local business and community authori-
ties, including efforts to seek funding for local Inuit to visit
with the student participants, but with limited success.
Questions over whether university field courses re-
quired outfitter’s licenses in order to operate were brought
to the territorial Justice Department, prompting the depart-
ment to seek a legal opinion on the matter. Legal counsel
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found that universities and colleges engaged in the deliv-
ery of recognized credit courses or licensed scientific
research did not require an outfitter’s license.
During the last year of the project, the regional Inuit
association refused to issue a license for access to Inuit-
owned lands (as required by the NRI research licensing
process). The regional Inuit association cannot grant a
license without the approval of the local Community
Lands and Resources Committee—in this case the local
HTA, which did not give approval. However, the associa-
tion did inform the researcher of the public’s right to
access and use the land under the Nunavut Land Claims
Agreement. Under the land claim, everyone has a right of
access to cross Inuit-owned lands for personal or casual
travel, for example, to go to or from a place of recreation.
The proposed activities were screened and approved by
the Nunavut Impact Review Board. The NIRB recom-
mended that the researcher consult with local outfitters
and coordinate a schedule that would allow all trips to be
run independently and ensure that the research trips did not
disrupt the community’s guided tours. In an effort to
address community concerns, the researcher decided to
move the field trips to an area used less intensively by the
local outfitting business. The NIRB approval was amended
for the new location; however, the community again is-
sued a notice stating its continued opposition to the project.
The NRI granted a research license for the revised loca-
tion. With that authority, and with the rights provided
under the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement, the research
course was carried out, but that was the last year the course
was offered.
Case Study 3
The third case involves an ongoing, long-term physical
science study being carried out at various locations in
Nunavut. As in the first case, research activities are small
in scale with minimal environmental impact. The field
team consists of two to four people who spend less than
100 person days at each site collecting data. Research
equipment is basic and low-impact, comprising a hand
drill for sampling, a ski-doo, a small tent, and a wooden
hut, with occasional aircraft support. The use of fuel and
hazardous material on site is limited.
The project has received Nunavut research licenses in
several years, and the study has not encountered community
opposition. The lead researcher has developed a long-term
personal relationship with members of a community near
one of the study sites. Before embarking on each field
visit, the researcher spends an extra couple of days in the
nearby community to visit informally with local authori-
ties. The researcher’s experience in this community is that
face-to face communication is much more productive than
correspondence by fax, phone, or mail. The researcher also
visits the school at this time to give presentations and
posters related to the research goals, methods, and results,
and local adults occasionally attend the school talks. In
addition, a “twinning program,” which involves a collabo-
rative scientific sampling project, has been established
between the local school and a school from the research-
er’s home province. The researcher analyzes samples from
both locations and discusses the results with students at
both schools during classroom activities. Continued sup-
port and enthusiasm from the local school principal and
teachers have been crucial in ensuring the success of these
efforts to involve local students.
Although bringing students and community members to
visit the main research location was originally identified
as a key objective, this has proved logistically impractical.
Instead, the researcher has established a “proxy project” at
another, more accessible location. Here, the research team
can provide students and other community residents with
first-hand demonstrations of the field research techniques
and instruments being used at the main research site.
Community members have been hired in some years to
assist with camp setup and decommissioning. The re-
searcher has also provided information about observations
made at the main research location to inform community
members about various conditions in the area and help
them identify safe travel routes.
DISCUSSION
The case studies illuminate some of the core themes
driving community-researcher relationships in Nunavut
today and provide some important points for consideration
in any region. Three major themes underlying the prob-
lems and challenges emerge: economic impacts and ben-
efits, power and authority, and research methodology and
design. Each case has elements of each theme, though in
different ways, to different extents, and with both positive
and negative outcomes. Here we examine each theme,
using examples from the case studies, and begin to build
suggestions to improve community-researcher relation-
ships, in particular for natural science projects.
Economic Impacts and Benefits
Local authorities in Nunavut have consistently requested
that scientific research projects provide some form of eco-
nomic benefit to local communities (NRI, 1996, 1997, 2005b).
Increasingly, communities in which local opportunities to
generate private-sector income are limited view research
as a source of potential employment and revenue. Local
authorities frequently request that researchers hire local
labor or use the services of local contractors to the fullest
extent possible. While they are not designed as job crea-
tion schemes, natural science research projects are often in
a position to hire community members, particularly to help
plan, implement, and manage research and field logistics
(e.g., land travel, camp setup and take-down, fuel caching,
maintenance and re-supply, sampling, sample preparation
and transport, equipment monitoring). For example,
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researchers may be asked to rent local boats or snow
machines for transportation to and from research loca-
tions, rather than using helicopters or other outside means
of transport. Local people may also seek employment as
field guides, cooks, interpreters, bear monitors, and re-
search assistants.
The researchers in Cases 1 and 2 both ran into conflict
with communities over local perceptions that their re-
search was not providing sufficient economic benefit. In
Case 1, the community was disappointed that hiring local
assistants was not part of project planning. Local people
were not hired to work at the camp, nor were they em-
ployed to conduct the traditional knowledge study. The
face-to-face meeting between the community and the re-
searcher helped to bring these concerns to light and gave
the researcher an opportunity to consider local people in
future planning, but it was too late to modify the project
sufficiently or to build the rapport necessary to alleviate
community concerns. The negotiations that took place
during the meeting highlight the importance and benefit of
early, in-person consultation with communities during
research planning.
In Case 1, the issue of hidden agendas and suspected ties
of the research to mineral exploration were particularly
surprising and difficult for the researcher. Local mistrust
of the research motives was pervasive, though not sup-
ported by empirical evidence, and the community, despite
reassurances from the researcher and the NRI, held onto
this distrust. Perhaps some suspicion is understandable,
given the secretive and highly competitive nature of min-
eral prospecting activities, along with the rapid expansion
of such activities in Nunavut and the researcher’s initial
reluctance to bring a local resident along on the field
project to monitor activities. This problem may also speak
to deeper fears that scientific research can be used as a tool
to restrict Inuit access to their traditional lands and wild-
life and keep them from economic benefits. The research-
ers might have avoided misunderstandings over project
goals and activities and achieved more meaningful local
participation if they had communicated earlier and more
frequently with the community about the project.
In Case 3, the community has come to trust the research
team since community members were brought physically
to the site early on to view research activities firsthand.
This, as well as ongoing demonstrations of research tech-
niques and presentations of results, may have helped
convince any skeptical community members that the re-
searcher was conducting legitimate work in accordance
with the stated goals.
Case 3 is also an example of research providing some
economic benefit to a community, and it is important to
note that a number of natural science research projects do
indeed hire local help. In the example of Case 3, this
includes camp setup and take-down and other field logis-
tics. Cases 1 and 2 did not hire locally, and at the core of the
difficulties faced in Case 2 was the perception that the
research project not only did not offer economic opportunity
to local people, but took away existing and potential
opportunities. Had the researcher made efforts to partner
with a local outfitter, using its services even partially, and
tried to time the project so as to avoid tension with other
groups touring the area, much of the animosity could have
been averted. Again, better communication and consulta-
tion could have played a major role in improving the
negotiation of this research effort (see Methods and Re-
search Design below).
The amount of project money spent in communities is
constrained by a number of factors. First, researchers may
assume or perceive that local people would not be inter-
ested in or have skills to contribute to highly specialized
and technical projects. Language and cultural barriers
(both real and perceived) impede communication between
researchers and communities, especially on technical mat-
ters related to science. As well, natural scientists do not
necessarily have experience or training in public engage-
ment methods or in cross-cultural communication to help
them establish the necessary rapport. Second, although
local people might make able research assistants, funding
agencies and universities can pressure researchers to sup-
port and train undergraduate or graduate students as re-
search assistants. Third, natural science field campaigns
often take place during times of peak seasonal harvesting
and camping activities when many Inuit are enjoying time
on the land with family and are not available or willing to
join scientific field camps for extended periods of time.
Fourth, researchers are often unaware of the supplies,
amenities, or experienced personnel that are available in
communities and can be drawn upon to assist with field-
work. Sometimes researchers do not make the effort to
seek out this information, but it can also be difficult to
access. Especially on the first trip, researchers are likely to
bring all of the provisions they need as opposed to risking
not finding an item available in local communities.
A difficult question is to what extent research projects
should provide local employment and training. In many
instances, relying on local labs and services saves science
projects considerable money and results in better study
designs. Training exchanges can also improve research,
providing valuable education to researchers as well as
community members (e.g., Table 1). However, natural
science research is ultimately designed not to generate
local employment and revenue, but rather to advance
scientific knowledge. In allocating scarce project resources,
the need to produce quality science will almost always
override the need to provide local employment and train-
ing. Scientists have usually considered the public to be
outside their area of expertise and people to be “overbur-
den” (Bielawski, 1992). Some scientists have perceived
the local desire for employment benefits from research as
compromising quality assurance and quality control. In
the case of wildlife research, for example, local hunters
and trappers’ organizations may request that a different
local person participate in subsequent years of a project, as
a means to ensure that as many people as possible gain
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employment. However, using new field personnel may
increase training costs and introduce observer bias, as
individuals differ in their ability to apply field data collec-
tion protocols (Shirley, 2002).
Power and Authority
Issues of power surround the interactions of indigenous
people, their knowledge, and science (Colorado, 1988;
Agrawal, 1995; Purcell, 1998). In all regions of the North,
power relationships between indigenous communities and
scientists are played out in various contexts, from environ-
mental management (Ellis, 2005) to land claims (Dybbroe,
1999). The research licensing consultation process under
the Scientists Act has emerged as an important forum for
negotiating power relationships between communities,
scientists, and regulatory agencies in Nunavut. But com-
munities and researchers alike are often unclear about
what it entails, and in particular, about the role community
agencies play in the license application review and ap-
proval process. Local reviewer feedback helps to inform
the Science Advisor about community concerns and po-
tential risks and benefits of each proposed project, but the
final decision is at the sole discretion of the Science
Advisor. Local reviewers have only the power to recom-
mend: they cannot make the decision to approve or reject
a license application or set the terms and conditions in-
cluded in the license. Community authorities often do not
understand, or agree, with this process, as was seen in
Case 1: community members placed great emphasis on
their right (or lack thereof) to refuse any research project
or activity on their land. Correspondence from both the
researcher and the community shows that the community
did not clearly understand that the territory, not the com-
munity, has final authority to approve or deny a research
license.
There is also confusion as to the types of local concerns
that might warrant denial of a research license and the
conditions that may be attached to licenses. The Scientists
Act suggests that research license applications may only
be denied when the Science Advisor determines that the
research will result in negative social or environmental
impacts. The failure of a project to provide some desired
level of socioeconomic benefits is not sufficient grounds
for withholding a license, according to the current inter-
pretation of the act. Licenses may be withheld only when
the Science Advisor decides there is documented, legally
defensible evidence that the proposed project would have
negative effects on the well-being of people or the envi-
ronment. The environmental concerns the community cited
in Case 1 were deemed insufficiently described or proven
to warrant a refusal. It was never made clear in Case 1, nor
does the act make it clear for any case, how exactly local
concerns need to be worded or proven in order to satisfy
the Science Advisor that a license should not be issued.
Though clear guidelines are not in place, the NRI makes
every effort during the licensing process to facilitate
communication between researchers and communities
aimed at resolving disputes and reaching a mutually ac-
ceptable compromise over proposed research. We saw this
in Case 1, when the NRI arranged for the researcher to
travel to the community for further consultation. How-
ever, it is important to note that in more than a decade since
the NRI began issuing research licenses, no research appli-
cation has ever been rejected (M. Thomas, pers. comm.
2006). Applicants have been compelled to make major
changes in their project plans to address concerns raised by
the NRI, communities, and other review agencies, and
some researchers have withdrawn applications because of
NRI concerns, but no application has ever been denied or
revoked. There are a number of possible reasons. It may be
that the licensing process has been effective in facilitating
compromise between communities and researchers, and
that research has been flexible enough to accommodate
community concerns. Another explanation may be that
community authorities have been unable, through lack of
evidence or procedure, to convince the NRI or other
authorities that a proposed activity should not be licensed
because of anticipated negative local impacts.
Power is a problem not only at the institutional level,
but also in local communities. Local politics and struggles
for power can also cause problems for research relation-
ships. For example in Case 1, the composition of local
administration changed after the first two years of the
research project. During the third year, the new town
council in power apparently had no record of the research-
er’s previous efforts to consult with the community and
clear up issues that had been identified. The new council
may have had different views of research, a different
governing style, or perhaps more time to review the project
and understand its potential impacts. There was no system
in place for the research project to have continuity under a
new administration. Local power struggles can complicate
the consultation process in other ways, for example, if one
local authority (e.g., HTA) supports a license application
while another local authority (hamlet council) rejects it. In
such cases, it may not be possible for a researcher to garner
support for a proposal from all members of a community.
In most instances, the hamlet council is recognized as the
primary local authority for licensing matters; however,
discretion rests with the Science Advisor to determine
which (if any) local recommendations are to be upheld in
a licensing decision. Ultimately, under an NRI-approved
license, the situation becomes a personal choice by the
researcher to continue despite community opposition or
find a new location for the project where local support
might be found. In both Cases 1 and 2, hamlet councils and
other local organizations did not approve of the project,
though licenses were still granted. In Case 1, the re-
searcher chose to move the project to a place where there
was support. In Case 2, however, the researcher chose to
stay for several more years despite strong resistance from
the community.
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Methods and Research Design
At the project level, some of the conflicts surrounding
economic impacts and power can be resolved or prevented
through careful research design and methods, especially
when communities are involved meaningfully in the earliest
stages in the development of a project. Early (and ideally in-
person) community consultation, regular research reports,
and use of local experience and resources are key steps to
building relationships and trust between the researcher and
community.
All of our case studies had problems and tensions
between researchers and community that were related to
project methods. For example, in Case 1, the community
was concerned that scientific activities would damage the
environment and local fish. Part of the problem might have
been that residents did not fully understand project meth-
ods. Although the researcher spent time meeting with
community leaders to explain the project and had included
a written summary of methods with the research license
application, community members were still unclear about
project goals and activities. More frequent and creative
reporting could have helped keep community members
informed over the first two years of the project, thus
preventing the confusion and resentment arising from
their suspicion that the researcher had other motives.
Visual means, such as photos or videos, to explain project
methods would have been most useful, and especially site
visits, so community members could see the scientific
activities for themselves.
Case 2 offers several other insights. The first, again, is
the value of early consultation. If this had occurred, both
the researcher and community might have identified prob-
lems, such as the local outfitters’ perceiving the project as
competition to local tourism, and the researcher might
have understood locally important times for tours. Early
consultation would also have revealed local skills and
resources, in this case Inuit guides, equipment, and local
TABLE 1. Examples of skills that can be exchanged between natural scientists and community members. Training exchanges not only
improve skills, but can also help establish good community-researcher relationships and create mutual trust and understanding.
Researcher to Community
– telescope and theodolite use
– star maps
– lectures and demos to schools on planetary science
– survey equipment and GPS
– field techniques such as sample collection, identification
(prospecting), and storage
– lectures on topics such as northern geology, community
geology, uplift, terrain sensitivity to changing conditions, etc.
– equipment and training to measure and assess water chemistry,
depth, and flow rates
– methods for rapid visual assessment of streams, lake
morphology, and riparian habitat characteristics
– information and equipment for monitoring water quality and
levels
– knowledge about associated vegetation, animal activity,
permafrost, etc.
– leadership courses
– orienteering and navigation
– training on various equipment such as new guns, GPS systems
– glacier travel
– using remote sensing, air photos, maps, GIS, remote/
automated weather stations, for tracking glacier activity
– glacier change detection and rates
– ocean travel and safety
– access to scientific tools (e.g., satellite maps) for observing
and assessing sea ice conditions and change
– understanding of broad scale current and wind patterns,
characteristics and changes
– identification of sea biota, e.g., sharing knowledge of deep sea
– tours of ships and other sea vessels, as well as basic training
on ship equipment
Community to Researcher
– traditional understanding and personal observation of stars
and atmospheric phenomena
– traditional navigation techniques based on stars
– mapping and guiding; locating sought-after rock types
– field assistance in transport, sampling, camp setup and
maintenance
– maps of various rock types based on local knowledge (e.g.,
carvers are especially aware of deposits useful for art)
– location of water supplies, areas of contamination or
concern
– information on and monitoring of water quality and levels,
lake ice, fish, etc.
– knowledge about associated vegetation, animal activity,
permafrost, etc.
– insights on timing of freeze-up and breakup; thickness
trends of lake ice
– hazards (thin ice, shallow areas) and boating routes
– arctic survival skills
– navigation skills and knowledge of specific safe travel
routes and camping areas
– glacier travel
– identification and inventory of glaciers; glacier history
(e.g., changes in position of glacial margins or in rate and
extent of melt)
– ground truthing of remote sensing information
– insights on ecological consequences of changes in glaciers
– ocean travel and safety
– currents, tides and other unique physical characteristics of
local marine systems
– traditional means for observing and assessing sea ice and
sea water quality and changes
– identification and monitoring of marine biota
– identification and monitoring of sites of coastal erosion
and isostatic rebound
– understanding of patterns, changes, and impacts of wind
and wave activity,
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transportation. The case also reveals some finer points,
such as local perceptions of the ways in which a project
could detract from or interfere with community liveli-
hoods, both directly and indirectly. For example, local
people considered vehicles and tents of the type and colour
the field course was using to be not only a safety problem,
but an aesthetic one.
Many of the challenges faced in community-researcher
interactions, like those in the case studies, could be allevi-
ated by making local consultation, engagement, and, com-
munication integral parts of research design. As a
prerequisite of project success, research team members
should be assigned the explicit task of planning and coor-
dinating local interaction and activities, and existing per-
sonnel and resources should be deployed creatively for
this purpose. For example, projects that fund student
assistants might consider putting them in charge of coor-
dinating community relations activities. Their tasks could
include scheduling and conducting early consultations,
reporting regularly to communities, managing researcher-
community training exchanges, hiring and training local
field assistants, speaking at schools, and developing plain
language summaries and a project website. Such a system
would not only assign responsibility for designing and
executing efforts to work with communities, but also train
young researchers to work with local people, thus helping
to prepare the next generation of northern researchers to
work with communities. Giving young researchers the op-
portunity to engage in collaborative work will make them
more likely to develop not only the specific language and
skills of their science, but also the ability and practice of
making their field understandable to a broader audience.
Lastly, we want to raise an important aspect of research
that is sometimes overlooked: personal friendships be-
tween community members and researchers. Something
that cannot be designed into a project, personal relation-
ships are still a large part of the foundation for supported
and successful research projects and the key to needed
acceptance and trust in communities (Fienup-Riordan,
1999; Fox, 2002). These relationships form naturally
through time spent with people and through participation
in local activities. For natural scientists, a willingness to
contribute extra time and resources to engage in community
life and collaborate with community members is a good
start to gaining support and sparking local collaborations.
Fienup-Riordan (1999:20) explains in a statement that
rings true throughout the North:
Over and over again, villagers’ statements reflect their
view that how things are done [in research] in their area is
as important as what is accomplished. Sharing management
of research projects is as important as any specific research
policy decided on or results obtained. Researchers and
those who fund them need to ask if what they learn from
projects planned outside of the community is worth the
cost in terms of resentment and resistance on the local
level. Conversely, research projects perceived as
responsive to local concerns in all stages—planning,
implementation, and review—stand a much greater chance
of eliciting community cooperation and support.
The personal decisions made by researchers in Cases 1 and
2 help illustrate an important aspect of this. The commu-
nity that voiced concerns about the research in Case 1
ultimately respected the researcher’s decision to finish up
the current research season and then move locations,
whereas in Case 2, local resentment and protest grew even
more intense when the researcher chose to stay on and
continue the project.
Of course, researchers are not likely to gain the trust and
respect of every community member. Some Nunavut resi-
dents harbour deep feelings of suspicion and resentment
toward research that stem from their experience with
scientific projects in the past (even decades ago) that were
perceived to have caused local harm. Personalities can
clash as well, and not every person is going to agree with
every project. But researchers can only gain from employ-
ing project methods that work to build trust and rapport.
Trust is crucial. The problems in the first two cases flowed
from distrust of research motives. In Case 3, trust was
obtained because of constant interaction with the commu-
nity and a willingness to share information and resources.
CONCLUSION
Recent decades have seen profound social, political,
and legal changes in the North (Nuttall and Callaghan,
2000). In Nunavut, the formalization of land-claim agree-
ments has established a new institutional and regulatory
regime for research, which in turn has raised expectations
and questions about the extent to which research projects
need to engage with local communities and provide local
socioeconomic benefit, as well as the types of impacts of
research that are acceptable. The institutional context has
also highlighted uncertainty about the role of communities
and their authority to determine whether and how research
projects should proceed—uncertainty that has sometimes
led to conflict.
Changing methodologies and paradigms have contrib-
uted to the new research context for Nunavut. Research
today is planned more and more using “participatory”
approaches, and traditional knowledge is often included as
a component in data collection or decision-making proc-
esses. But the benefits of these approaches and the extent
to which these changes have resulted in real, meaningful
input from Inuit are debatable (e.g., Nadasdy, 1999; Ellis,
2005). It seems that so far, neither policy changes nor
methodology changes have resulted in real empowerment
of communities in Nunavut, although such empowerment
is often stated to be the goal of change in the first place.
The case studies of natural science projects presented in
this paper do help suggest a way forward. First, despite the
challenges and frustrations that can occur on both sides, it
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is essential to keep up communication between research-
ers and communities. This is the only way to reveal
problems, create solutions, and negotiate actions that work
for all parties. Next, creative methods do help to improve
working relationships and play a key role in research-
community collaboration. At the same time, we need to
move beyond rewriting research guidelines and look at the
way the research process itself is constructed. Both com-
munities and researchers need more than guidelines: they
need the capacity to work better together. Specifically,
there is a need for research licensing bodies to lead the way
in facilitating better communication and information shar-
ing between researchers and communities and better track-
ing of research activities. Decision making on both sides
would also benefit from a better understanding of rights
related to research. Funding agencies need to understand
the impact on both research projects and communities
when they require projects to include local involvement
and outreach, and they must commit sufficient funds for
these activities.
The natural sciences will continue to play a key role in
the future of northern research. Natural science and inno-
vations related to environmental change, contaminants,
energy alternatives, mineral resources, telecommunica-
tions, and housing options, among others, will also con-
tinue to have a great impact on northern policies and
quality of life. The current emphasis on community in-
volvement in research is only likely to strengthen in the
coming years, and indeed we see the great emphasis placed
on it for the upcoming International Polar Year 2007 – 09
(ICSU, 2004) and in major circumpolar research efforts
like the Arctic Observing Network (NRC, 2006). Natural
scientists are responding, but more effort is needed to train
researchers, educate funding programs, mobilize institu-
tions, and empower communities. The capacity of all
stakeholders in northern research needs to be strength-
ened. We hope this paper has contributed to these efforts
by addressing some of the unique aspects and considera-
tions of linking communities with natural science re-
search. We have offered some specific suggestions on how
to move forward. Further practice and experience will
undoubtedly provide new insights into the ongoing evolu-
tion of research partnerships at both project and policy
levels.
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